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1. Introduction 

Whilst methods for citation analysis have developed significantly during the last twenty 

years, the same cannot be said regarding methods for publication productivity analysis. 

”Research productivity”, “Scientific productivity” and “Publication productivity” are 

frequently used keywords in about one and a half thousand ISI-articles over the years, 

but a closer look reveals little of methodological development with regard to the meas-

urement of “productivity” and few attempts to explicitly contribute to such a develop-

ment.  

This paper will address a fundamental issue in the practical study of scientific productiv-

ity, i.e. the calculation of papers per researcher. This task, which at first sight seems 

quite simple, is often restricted by the properties of the data available. Publication data-

bases, such as Web of Science and Scopus, only contain information on actual (publish-

ing) authors within a given time period, not the full population of publishing and non-

publishing “authors”. Hence, a publication frequency distribution based on such data 

will be zero-truncated; the zero-class (number of non-publishing “authors”) will be 

missing. 

For example, if the productivity of men and women are to be investigated, one might 

categorize the publishing authors by name and divide the total number of papers by the 

number of actual authors. However, this calculation will not produce a trustworthy 

measure of male and female productivity since the proportion of non-publishing (poten-

tial) authors might differ between the gender categories. A non-biased measure requires 

knowledge of the full population, including the number of non-publishing authors (i.e. 

the zero-class of the publication frequency distribution). 

2. Actual authors and potential authors 

“Potential authors” is a concept used by the Budapest group to ex ante denote the total 

population of researchers that could publish papers, or to ex post denote researchers 

that could have, but has not, been publishing within a given time period [1; 2]. The (ex 



post) potential authors include active researchers that have been publishing before or af-

ter the given time period but for different reasons have not been publishing during the 

given time period. 

Productivity comparisons between different categories, e.g. field, gender or country re-

quires knowledge about the total population of authors, potential as well actual authors. 

In a field with low paper productivity, e.g. the social sciences, the proportion of zero-

class (the potential authors) will be high in relation to the total population (actual and 

potential authors). In contrast, in fields with high productivity, such as the medical and 

natural sciences, the proportion of potential authors will be low. Comparisons based 

solely on actual authors will thus be misrepresentative. 

Actual authors can be extracted from publication databases such as Web of Science and 

Scopus. Potential authors will, however, not be included in these. An estimate of the 

number of potential authors would either require detailed data concerning the entire re-

searcher population or the use of statistical estimates, such as the one presented in this 

paper. A successful method for estimating the number of potential authors in a produc-

tivity distribution (i.e. the zero-class of the publication frequency distribution) would en-

able the creation of more advanced productivity measures.  

The objective of this paper is to contribute to the discussion on productivity from a sci-

entometric perspective. If it is possible to estimate the zero-class of a truncated publica-

tion frequency distribution, then it would, in principle, be possible to create advanced 

(e.g. field normalized) productivity indicators (3). 

Hitherto, the most interesting discussion on publication productivity has been given 

within the framework of frequency distributions [4], which is a core element in bibli-

ometric theory. The Waring distribution is a statistical distribution used for describing 

publication productivity processes. The distribution was originally introduced by H.A. 

Simon [5] as a generalization of the Yule distribution and further analyzed by J.O. Irwin 

in [6], who gave the distribution its current name.  

3. Publication productivity based on frequency distributions 

The Waring distribution is a probability distribution kp  on the non-negative integers

0,1,2,=k , and can be defined as follows.  
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The three parameters in (1) and (2) satisfy 0> , 0  and 0> . This way of ex-

pressing the Waring probabilities reflects the immigration-birth-emigration process in-



troduced by W. Glänzel and A. Schubert in [7] for modelling of scientific productivity. 

This model was later applied to the citation process in [8]. In the setting of [7] the pa-

rameters   and   are coefficients in the linear rates if  that are proportional to the 

frequency of authors with i  published papers. This means, in plain words, that success 

breeds success, or, that there is a cumulative advantage in higher levels of productivity. 

The parameter   is proportional to the total number of authors and is the rate of ex-

ternal source emitting new authors. There is also a leakage parameter in the model [7], 

but this does not influence the equilibrium probabilities (= a Waring distribution) of the 

immigration-birth-emigration process. 

Usually the Waring distribution is re-parameterized so that  
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Then it can be shown that the expectation   of the distribution is  
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The condition 1>  is equivalent to  > , which means that the rate of infusion of 

new authors is higher than the rate of transfer of authors to higher publication numbers. 

Let us now suppose that X  is a random variable with the Waring distribution with pa-
rameters   and  , i.e.,  

   .0,1,2,===P kpkXr k  

with kp s given in (3) and (4). Then it holds that the truncated expectation of X , 

 kXXE >| , is given as  

   1,0,1,=,1)(=| 1  kkkXXE   (6) 

where  )1>|(= XXE  is given in (5) and 
1

=1



 . This is shown in [9], where it 

is also shown that the property (7) is a characterization of the Waring distribution, i.e., 

the Waring distribution has this property, and if (7) is true for a distribution, then it 

must be a Waring distribution. There is an elegant simplified proof of these facts in [10]. 



The Waring probability mass function kp  is an example of a power law, since it holds 

that  

   .,=:= )(1  kaskkXPpk

:  (7) 

This means that we can call   the tail parameter, as it controls the tail of the distribu-

tion. A probabilistic analysis that gives (9) as a special case is given in [11]. 

Power-law tails have been observed in the distributions of the sizes of incomes, cities, 

internet files, biological taxa, and, after the sequencing of genomes, in (size) distribu-

tions of molecular parts, see, e.g., [12; 13]. 

If it holds exactly that  

 ,= kcpk  (8) 

where c is the normalizing constant, the probability mass function in (8) is known as 

Lotka’s Law, and was found by Lotka (1926) as a bibliometric distribution on the num-

ber of authors making contributions. The work by Egghe [14] gives one theoretical justi-

fication of the law, which arises in many situations even outside bibliometrics. A similar 

law had been earlier found by the economist V. Pareto, as a frequency of wealth as a 

function of income category (above a certain bottom level). In plain words this means: 

most success seems to migrate to those people or companies who are already popular. 

The state probabilities of well known birth-and-death processes are a natural source of 

power law distributions [12]. This was first realized by G.U. Yule, who established a 

model (a pure birth process) to explain the observed size distribution of genera with re-

spect to the number of species [15]. Yule obtained a special case of the following prob-

ability mass function, which was later generalized in [5]  

   ,.1,2,=,1,= kkBpk   (9) 

Here 0>  is real,  kB 1,  is the Beta function, i.e.,  
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where )(  is, for z  with positive real part, the Euler gamma function. 

It can be checked that if X  is a random variable with the Waring distribution with pa-
rameters   and  , then  

    kBXkXr 1,0>|=P    

as 0 . 

The publication productivity data is by its very definition zero-truncated, i.e., as there is 

no information of those that are not publishing (in a certain period of time). But as is 

clear from (7), the Waring distribution is not hampered by the truncation, as pointed out 

by [4]. In fact the linear expression in gives a way of finding by linear regression against 



k  the estimated intercept ̂  and this can be used to estimate the frequency of zero via 

(3) as  
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if   is known or estimated from data. 

The problem of estimation of zero-frequency (under a Poisson distribution) from zero-

truncated data was first considered by A.G.M McKendrick [16]. McKendrick was con-

sidering a case of estimating the number of individuals in an Indian village, who were 

susceptible to infection but did not develop the symptoms. He developed a differential 

equation and solved it to get the negative binomial distribution, from which he obtained 

the Poisson distribution as a limiting case. In fact this is related to the Waring distribu-

tion, which can be obtained by mixing a negative binomial distribution with a beta dis-
tribution with parameters   and  . McKendrick developed a moment estimator to 

find the number of individuals susceptible to infection but did not develop the symp-

toms. His data contained the number of individuals that did not develop the symptoms, 

including thus the immune ones. The work of McKendrick and the development of it 

by J.O. Irwin [17] is surveyed and put into a modern framework in [18]. Burrell points 

out in [19] that M.G. Kendall (1960) raised the question of estimating the “potentially 

contributory class” (of journals), when discussing Bradford’s work on journal productiv-

ity. 

4. Testing the Accuracy of Waring Based Estimation 

Constructing data sets for precise tests 

Earlier empirical studies regarding Waring based estimation of the zero-class have been 

subject to an important shortcoming: lack of precise data sets. Studies have been per-

formed using truncated distributions, without knowledge of the actual number of zero-

frequencies, which has made it difficult of to assess the accuracy of the results. 

Precise studies of the accuracy of Waring based estimation of the zero-class (non-

publishing “authors”) require known publication frequency distributions that include 

potential authors. The construction of such publication frequency data sets is set out be-

low, using statistics on researchers associated with two different Swedish universities. 

The distributions created below are based on selections of (ex ante) “potential authors”, 

i.e. categories of people that we expect to be publishing research papers. A number of 

these selected people will not have been publishing during the selected time period (but 

possibly in another time period) and will thus form the zero-class of the publication fre-

quency distributions. It should be noted that the frequency distributions will vary de-

pending on selected categories of people. For example, if we define potential authors as 

professors at the universities, the number of non-publishing “authors” will likely be 

small. However, as we include more categories in the potential author definition, the 

head of the distribution, i.e. the low producing authors, will likely become larger.  



Potential authors at two Swedish universities 

Employee data from the time period 2005-2007 were obtained from two Swedish uni-

versities1. A selection of ex ante potential authors was made based on the title of the 

employments, where professors, researchers and senior lectures were selected. Two se-

lections of potential authors from the respective universities were hereby obtained, con-

taining 729 and 949 employees. 

Publication data were downloaded for each ex ante potential author from the Web of 

Science and compiled into a data set, summarizing the number of publications (article, 

letter and review) associated with each potential author. In addition, the number of 

“first author publications” and “reprint publications” (see below) by each author was 

extracted in listed in the table. Furthermore, a “random author” was selected from each 

downloaded publication by randomly selecting a single author from the author list of 

each publication, resulting in a selection of one author per publication. The number of 

randomly selected authorships of each author was added to the table of publication fre-

quencies. 

An author is considered when counting first author publications if listed first among the 

authors, and for a reprint publication if designated as the corresponding author. Using 

this paper as an example, Timo Koski would be considered when counting first author 

publications, Ulf Sandström would be considered when counting reprint author publica-

tions, whereas Erik Sandström would only be considered in the all author counting (and 

possibly the “random author” counting, in which any one of the three authors could be 

selected). 

For each university and authorship type (all, random, first and reprint), a publication 

frequency distribution, i.e. the number of authors having one publication, two publica-

tions and so forth, was compiled (see Table 1). 

All zero-frequencies were subsequently removed to construct zero-truncated samples on 

which the estimations could be performed. 

  University 1 University 2 

  

All 

Au 

Random 

Au 

First 

Au 

Reprint 

Au 

All 

Au 

Random 

Au 

First 

Au 

Reprint 

Au 

0 [140] [321] [321] [334] [110] [370] [400] [371] 

1 81 159 144 131 172 238 229 224 

2 73 95 114 97 117 136 162 130 

3 77 53 73 66 102 80 74 86 

4 49 32 34 36 77 48 39 57 

5 44 29 20 19 59 27 18 32 

6 33 12 9 7 46 18 8 10 

7 39 8 5 8 40 11 10 9 

8 18 5 3 9 34 8 2 9 

9 25 5 1 2 25 6 2 5 

10 19 3 1 5 25 2 2 2 

>10 131 7 4 15 142 5 3 14 

 

                                                 

1 Linkoping University and Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences 



Waring based estimation of the population mean 

The publication frequency distributions constructed above are zero-truncated samples: 

the zero-class is missing (or in this case, intentionally hidden). The objective of the 

method presented and tested in this paper is to estimate this zero-class and in turn the 

mean of the non-truncated Waring distribution (the population mean).  

The method is very simple and carried out using the following steps, as set out in [20]. 

1. Extraction of the stepwise left truncated sample mean: The mean of the full (zero-

truncated) sample was calculated after which all one-frequencies (authors with one pub-

lication) were removed (resulting in a one-truncated sample). Subsequently, the one-

truncated sample mean was calculated, the two-frequencies removed and so on. The re-

sult is a set of data points where the x-axis range from one (zero-truncated) to the 

maximum value of the distribution, and the y-axis present increasing values (the calcu-

lated means). 

2. Fitting of straight line: The data points were plotted and a straight line fitted through 

the points using weighted least square regression. Weights presented in [20] were used. 

The intercept of the fitted line is an estimate of the mean of the non-truncated Waring 

distribution. 

Simplified Waring estimation 

The estimation presented above may be further simplified and calculated only based on 

the sample mean, the total number of frequencies and the fraction of one-frequencies 

[2; 21]. Using this method, estimation of the mean of the non-truncated Waring distri-
bution   can be carried out using the following formula:   
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where S  is the total number of papers, x  is the average number of papers per author 

and f  is the fraction of authors with exactly one paper. 

Agreement between expected and estimated productivity 

For each constructed zero-truncated distribution, the population means were estimated 

using the Waring approach. The results of the estimations and the actual population 

means are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison between actual numbers and Waring estimates 

  University 1 University 2 

  

All 

AU 

Random 

AU 

First 

AU 

Reprint 

AU 

All 

AU 

Random 

AU 

First 

AU 

Reprint 

AU 

Calculated 6,56 1,55 1,38 1,65 5,43 1,55 1,30 1,68 

Estimated 7,26 1,75 1,39 2,04 5,22 1,51 1,17 1,63 

(Simplified) 6,98 1,64 1,67 2,03 4,82 1,47 1,35 1,65 

 



The estimated values are for the most part very good. In many cases the estimates are 

within a 10 % margin from the expected values. Only in a few cases the estimates are 

considerably far from the expected values (>20 %). The Simplified Waring estimation 

performs on par with the full version. 

Testing the Reliability of the Estimate 

The results above indicate that Waring based estimation of the zero-class in general 

produce good results. A concern is, however, that the estimates will be very sensitive to 

small variations in the sample, i.e. that the reliability of the estimates will be low. That is 

certainly the case in the estimates provided above since they are based on relatively small 

samples (~500-1 000 authors). But if we do not need to know the zero-class, larger 

samples can easily be created. In the following section, the reliability of the estimates is 

studied using larger samples. 

Field delimited Nordic Publications 

The potential author data sets outlined above provide a full population of publication 

frequencies, including the zero-class. This provides for detailed comparisons of ex-

pected and estimated population means. However, the data sets are rather small and the 

estimates can therefore be expected to be unstable. To study the confidence interval of 

estimates on a larger sample, further data sets has been compiled. 

From the Web of Science, publications with Nordic addresses published between 2003 

and 2006 were downloaded. A selection of Nordic authors was obtained by extracting 

“first authors” (see above) from the downloaded publications and connecting these to 

the designed addresses. Authors with non-Nordic addresses were removed. The restric-

tion to first authors was necessary since other authors, in the case of collaborative pa-

pers, could not be associated with specific addresses.2  

The names of the selected set of author fractions were manually adjusted to distinguish 

between homonyms and to harmonize author fractions relating to the same person. The 

number of first authorships of each distinctive author represented in the data were ex-

tracted and compiled into a table. 

Each publication was designated to one of seven “fields” based on the classification of 

ISI subject categories proposed by Zhang et al. [22]. Following this, each distinctive au-

thor was designated to the field where the author had most publications. In cases where 

the number of publications was equal for two fields, one field was randomly selected. 

For each field, a publication frequency distribution, i.e. the number of authors having 

one publication, two publications and so forth, was compiled. The number of potential 

authors (authors with zero publications) in the selected time period is not known. 

Hence, the distributions are zero-truncated. 

                                                 

2 Complete author-address information only exists in Web of Science after 2008. An alternative solution would have 
been to use reprint authors (which has revealed similar results). 



 

Table 3. Publication frequency distributions for seven fields of science 

  [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 

1 1759 2770 3761 2257 6452 1548 2121 

2 759 1255 1611 827 2835 647 659 

3 385 627 961 368 1593 387 285 

4 221 327 516 211 903 172 126 

5 112 183 333 108 500 98 52 

6 79 107 179 45 327 58 28 

7 53 57 149 29 259 40 16 

8 24 44 97 17 138 29 7 

9 25 23 76 19 113 28 6 

10 27 14 44 12 85 12 5 

>10 45 37 224 26 352 46 13 

[1] Agriculture & Food Science; [2] Biology, Environmental Science & Geography; [3] Chemistry, Physics 
& Engineering; [4] Computer Science & Mathematics; [5] Life Science & Medical Science; [6] Psychology 
& Education; [7] Sociology, Economics & Political Science 

Bootstrap  

In several simple applications of statistical methods to data the uncertainty of an esti-

mate may be assessed by a mathematical calculation based on an assumed probability 

model for the available data. In more complex situations the mathematical analysis may 

be time consuming and difficult, and may require additional simplifications that make 

the results unreliable. Bootstrap is a well established method for obtaining reliable stan-

dard errors and confidence intervals for estimates of interest [23]. The main idea is to 

resample from the original data and thus create replicate data sets from which the vari-

ability of the estimate can be inferred without analytic calculation. 

With regard to the Waring model of scientific productivity we want basically to estimate 
the parameter  , which is the mean of the non-truncated Waring distribution using the 

linear representation (11) from the above, i.e., 

 maxss ssesy ,0,1,=,= 1    

where sy  is the left truncated sample mean i.e., an estimate of  sXXE | , maxs  is the 

maximum value of the publications in data and se  are respective random deviations (or 

residuals) of sy  from the 'true' regression line. Then by fitting of straight line by 

weighted least squares, as described above, we may estimate the intercept   the regres-

sion coefficient 1 . The question is to obtain a figure of the uncertainty of the estimate

  . There seems to be no immediate analytic procedure for assessment of this uncer-

tainty, as, in particular, we should perhaps not assume the homoscedasticity and inde-

pendence of the residuals. 

A bootstrap technique for this is to resample, say B  times, the authorship data (de-

scribed above) thus creating a replicate authorship data. For each replicate data set one 

calculates the regression line obtaining 1 …. 2  from which one can calculate the em-

pirical distribution of the estimate of the intercept its bootstrap mean, bootstrap stan-



dard deviation and find fractals to compute a bootstrap confidence interval for the in-

tercept. 

Confidence intervals of estimated productivity  

The bootstrap method was applied to calculate confidence intervals for estimates of pa-

pers per researcher in each field set out in table 2. The estimations were carried out us-

ing the simplified Waring estimation (12). The results are presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Estimated Papers per Researcher with Confidence Intervals for Seven Fields of Science 

The stability of the estimates would be acceptable for a wide range of applications. Ex-

cept for “Sociology, Economics & Political Science”, the confidence intervals are in the 

range of ±4-8 %. Moreover, the differences between the fields are most often signifi-

cant. The results further indicate that Waring based estimation of productivity (publica-

tions per researcher) can be used for field comparisons, although some additional im-

provements (e.g. larger data sets and more homogenous field delineations) would cer-

tainly be desirable. 

Conclusions 

The results presented in this paper indicate that Waring based estimation of the zero-

class of a zero-truncated publication frequency distribution (and estimates of publica-

tions per researcher based thereon) bear real significance and that the estimates are rea-

sonably stable (given a sufficiently large data set). We are convinced that the ability to 

perform this type of estimates will be the key to more advanced measures of productiv-

ity (e.g. field normalized). Consequently, it is our intention to inspire further methodo-

logical development on estimates based on publication frequencies. We welcome sug-

gestions of how to improve the Waring model as well as suggestions of alternative 

methods for mathematical probability.  

Acknowledgement-The authors thank the referees for their valuable comments on an early 

draft of the paper. 
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